
We offer short-time baggage keeping service to make your tour pleasant.

Terms of Service

１． Prohibited Items

The following items are out of the range of our service and cannot be accepted.

（１）Cash,Negotiable securities,Passport and other valuables

（２）Remains,Memorial tablets,and Works of art

（３）Animals,Refrigerated or frozen foods and Perishable foods

（４）Explosives,Chemicals and other Inflammable and Hazardous materials

（５）Weapons：Guns,Swords and other ones possible to be used to commit a crime

（６）Things that spoil easily or have an unpleasant odor including dirty,filthｙ stuff

（７）Things that are legally prohibited to possess or carry

（８）Any other articles that are deemed to unfit for our place

２． Fees

CASH ONLY!

    ￥500(JPY) / bag(Items not exceeding 160 linear cm in combined length,width and height,within 25 kg in weight.)

３． Office hours and extra charges

In case that you do not pick up your baggage within the office hours of the day you leave it with us,

you shall incur extra charges. (\500 per day for each items of baggage.)

４． Uncollected baggage:　We will keep your baggage for 7 days(included the day you leave

it with us.) In case of baggage is not collected over 7 days,it shall be properly disposed of and the 

money earned from the disposal shall be used to compensate for all charges and expenses incurred.

５． Suspicious-looking baggage：　In case there happens to be any suspicious-looking baggage

that might fall under the category of prohibited items(#1),we shall be forced to open it,abandon it,

or take necessary actions at our judgement.

６． Liability disclaimer:  

In the following cases, we do not accept liabilities for any loss and damage.

（１）Loss and damage of prohibited items(#1)

（２）Damage through fate like natural disaster

（３）In case public offices confiscate any items of baggage kept in our place or demand submission of

      them as evidence by judicial power.

（４）Loss and damage in tort by a third person

（５）Any other cases that owe have no responsibiity for.

7． Inquiry

You can contact us： HANNAN TOURISM BUREAU
ADDRESS：2-2-11-201,Ozaki-cho,Hannan-shi,OSAKA 599-0201,JAPAN

TEL：072-447-5547

Weekdays： 9:00AM~17:30PM
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